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Some new results on duality in the optimal control of non-well-posed linear 
parabolic equations with positive distributed or boundary controls are presented. 
Problems studied include incomplete information and backward systems, and the 
completely non-well-posed case. The approach presented exploits the fundamental 
results of J. L. Lions on the optimality system which characterizes the optimal con- 
trol. The method can also be used to construct dual optimal non-well-posed 
systems when the controls are unconstrained. ‘c’ 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTR~OUOTJ~N 
Motivated by various practical problems J. L. Lions recently started a 
program of studying the optimal control of non-well-posed distributed 
systems. Results in this direction have been given in [l-3]. More detailed 
accounts can be found in [4,5]. Central to these developments is the 
establishing of the optimality systems which characterize the optimal con- 
trol. Here we exploit the structure of the optimality system to formulate a 
duality theory for non-well-posed linear parabolic systems with positive 
distributed or boundary controls. Duality theory for the corresponding 
well-posed or “standard” problems has been advanced by the systematic 
use of the duality in convex analysis in the form given by Rockafellar. In 
this respect, one may consult [4, 6101. However, for the non-well-posed 
problems, such an approach appears to be less successful [ 111. The 
method devised here works for both cases [12]. In what follows, we shall 
employ notations used in [4]. 
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2. SYSTEMS WITH INCOMPLETE INFORMATION 
Let Sz be a bounded open set in R” with smooth boundary r. In a cylin- 
der Q = Sz x 10, T[ information on the “state” is given by 
where 
g&= {uluEL’(Q), u20in Q}, 
K,= {~I~EH~~‘(52),~~Oinn), 
L-= l-x IO, I-[, 
and 
11) 
Given u E @a!ad nd y satisfying (1) we set 
J(Y,u)=flY-Y,l~+~Nlul~, 
where yd is given in L’(Q) and N is given >O. 
The problem of optimal control is: 
find inf J( y, u), u E 3&,, u and y being connected by (1). 
The above problem admits a unique solution {u, y} which is characterized 
by the solution {u, y, p} of the optimality system [4]: 
y=o on Z, 
u 30, 
Y(O) 2 0, 
Pa) 
- z - AP = Y - .t’d, 
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p=o on ‘z, 
p(T)=0 in R, 
p+Nu>O in Q, 
P(O) 20, 
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(28) 
u(p+Nu)=O, 
P(O) y(O) = 0 in Q. 
(21,) 
We now have our first duality result: 
THEOREM 1. Let J=+jy-ydli+f(N~,~)Q, K= -+~y~;+f~y~j;- 
#Vu, u)~. Assume yO, UO, PO sWfV (2c0, (28), (27); y, u in J satisfy (2a); 
and y, u in K satisfy (2/l). Then 
InfJ=J(y,,u,)=K(y,,u,)=SupK. 
(201) 
(3) 
cv, 
Proof: (i) We begin by showing that J= K at (yo, uo,po). But then 
J(Y0, uo) = J(Y0, uo) - (43, PO) - (Nu,, uo) 
= J(Yo, uo) - 
( 
Yo, ape - T-APO 
) 
-(uo, Nuo) 
= J(Yov uo) - (Yo, Yo - Yd) - (uo, Nuo) 
= K(Yo, ~0). 
(ii) To show InfClaj J=J( y,, uo), we must check that J( y, u) 2 
4~0, UO) under @a) for (Y, u, p) and @a), (2p), (27) for (yo, uo, p,). NOW 
we have 
J(Yv u, - J(YO~ uO) 2 (YO - Yd, y - ))O) + (NUO, 24 - UO) 
= ( - g-APO, Y-Y0 ) +(Nu,,u-u,) 
=(Po,(~--Ay)-(g-Ay,)) 
+ Wuo, u - uo) + j- PO(O) ~(0) dx 
R 
= (PO + Nu,, u - uo) + jQ ~~(0) y(0) dx 
2 0. 
The last inequality follows from (27). 
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(iii) To show SUP~,~, K= K( yO, u,,) we have to check that K(y, U) < 
K( y,, uO) under (2p) for (y, U, p). But we have 
J(Yo,~o)-J(y,~)z~y-y,,p,-y)+(Nu,u,-u) 
=- 
( 
-$-dp,y + - 
) ( 
$-4 yo +(Nu, uo-u) 
) 
+ &fYodo ( ) +(~o,P)-(~o,Po) 
Thus 
= -(I.-Y~~Y)+(Yo-Y,,Yo)+~~P(o)Yo(o)~~ 
+ (NUT uo) - (N4 u) + (uo, P) 
- (uo, PO) + (Nuo, uo) - (Nuo, uo). 
or 
WY,, ~0) 2 K(Y, u). 
This completes the proof. 
We now consider briefly a variation of the above problem. 
Let u be given in L’(E) and 
Y E L’(Q), 
g-Ay=O in Q, 
y=ld on Z, 
~(0) E Ko. 
(4) 
The cost function is 
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and 
4&= (u(uEL2(C)andu20j. 
The optimal control problem is now: 
inf J(Y, ~1, UE+&j, u and y satisfy (5). (5) 
This problem admits a unique solution and is given by the unique solution 
{y, u, p} of the system 
y=u on Z, 
u 2 0, 
Y(O) 2 0, 
-$fjp=y- Y, in Q, 
p(T)=0 in Q, 
p=o on C, 
ap - dv+Nu20, 
P(O) 2 0, 
Y(O) P(O) = 0, 
u(-$+,)=o. 
(ha) 
(WV 
(6~) 
In this case, the following duality result holds: 
THEOREM 2. Let 
J=gy- y&+gv(vl& 
K= -; Iyl;++ Iy&-@Vu, u)=. 
Assume y,, uo, p. satisfy (6a), (6fi), (67); y, u in J satisfy (6a) and y, u in K 
satisfy (6/I?). Then 
I$J=J(yo,u,,)=K(y,,,uo)=SupK. 
01 (68) 
(7) 
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3. BACKWARD AND COMPLETELY NON-WELL-POSED PROBLEMS 
Similarly to Section 2, let R be a bounded open set of I??” with (smooth) 
boundary I-. In Q = R x 10, r[ we consider 
J’EL”(R) (8) 
such that 
in Q (9) 
subject to 
1’ = 0 on C= TX IO, T[, (10) 
but without information on y(O). The admissible control set is given by 
G&, = {U Iu 2 0 a.e. in Q, u E L*(Q)}. The cost functional is 
J(p,u)=tly-y,l~+~NIvl:, 
and we are looking for 
inf J( y, u), UE%d, u and y subject to (S), (9), (10). 
The above optimal control problem of backward parabolic equation 
admits a unique solution and is characterized by the unique solution of 
system: 
y=o on Z, 
u P 0, 
ap --++p=y-yd in Q, 
p=o on C, 
!4O)=P(7)=0 in s2, 
p+Nu20, 
u( p + Nu) = 0, 
where y E L2( Q) and p E H*-‘(Q). 
(llu) 
(1lB) 
(117) 
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We prove now: 
(i) Jbo, uo) = 4 Yo7 uo) - ( 
aY0 ar + 4~0, PO - (uo, Nuo) ! 
=Jo- yo, 
( 
ape - at+40 - wo, uo) 1 
=J*-(yo, Yo-Yd)--(~u”,Uo) 
= KY09 %)- 
Hence, J= K at (yo, uo, pO). 
(ii) J(Y,~)-~J(Y~~~~)B~Y~-Y~~Y-Y~)+(~~~,~-~o) 
aPo = - ,I+4-b y-y, 
> 
+(Nuo,u-4t) 
=(po+Nu,,u-u,)>O. 
Thus, Inf,,,,, J= J(y,u,). 
(iii) J(y,, uo) - J(y, u) 
3(Y-Yy,,Yo-L’)+(~~,uo-u) 
( 
aP = -~+&yo-y +(Nu,u,-u) ) 
+ ( aY0 ~+4b--o9 PO--P ) 
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( 
ap 
= -(Y-Y,vY)+ - ~.+AP,YO 
> ( 
%+Ay,, p - ar 
> 
+ aYo 
( dr+ AYO, PO > -(u,, po)+(uo, PI+(~~~~o-u) 
= - (y - 4’J, y) - (A44 u) + (Jo- .Vd? Yo) + (NUO? uo) 
+(uo,~~+P)-(~o, po+Nuo). 
Therefore, 
and this implies 
sup WY, u) = ay,, uo). 
(118) 
The proof is completed. 
Next, we consider what is known as a completely non-well-posed 
parabolic problem. Here, we are given a function t + m(t) such that 
t + m(t) is continuous from [0, r] + R, and 
m(t)>0 for te [O, to[, 
m(t) < 0 for t fz ]to, r]. 
We consider functions u and y such that 
- , 
$+mAg=u in Q 
subject to 
y=o on Z‘. 
(13) 
(14) 
At t = 0, there is no condition imposed. 
The admissible control set is given by 
J&= (ulu 2Oa.e. in L’(Q)} 
and the functional 
J(y,u)=flY-YYdl~+~I~I~. 
We consider the problem 
inf J(y, u). UE@a‘j, u and y subject to (13), (14). (15) 
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Again, the unique solution of the problem (15) is characterized by the 
following system: 
ay 
&+m AY=uy 
y=o on C, 
UbO 
ap -;t+mAp=y-yd in Q, 
p=o on Z, 
p(O)= p(T)=0 in Sz, 
p+NubO, 
(16~) 
(168) 
u( p + fvu) = 0. (16~) 
Exactly the same duality result holds, i.e., Theorem 3 holds for this com- 
pletely non-well-posed problem, obviously with (16a), (16/?), (16~) replac- 
ing ( 15~) ( 15/I), ( 15y), respectively. 
An Example with Boundary Control 
Let us consider a final example with boundary control. Given y E L*(Q) 
such that 
;+Ay=O in Q 
and with 
ay 
av=” on C, u E L*(z). 
(17) 
(18) 
We consider the cost functional 
J(y,u)=qI~~-y~l~+~Nlu12 (19) 
and we want to minimize J for u E %&, where 
4!&,= {ulu2OanduEL*(Z)} 
and with y, u subject to (17), (18). The optimality system that characterizes 
the optimal control is: 
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-$+dp=y- I’,, in Q, 
p(O)=p(T)=O in 8, 
+I -= 
A 
0 in Z, 
-p+ Nu30, 
u(-p+Nzc)=O. 
(208) 
(201’) 
Then the corresponding duality result is: 
THEOREM 4. Let 
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